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This p:tpvr giws a wnry of sonic recent rcsults on prnblc~iisof ida~lili:,biIiiy(or. n~oregcncr:tl. dl
1111. rcirtion br.~a.cca I ~ L . obwrvationnand ccrtain syslc11i cli~raclerir1irr~
fr,r iinclr cl?nznlie
ernrrs-in-vari,~hI~%
mtxlds. !:or a large par1 of the pzlpcr tlte noise cnmpon~nis
are irrunicd 10 irc
n1uIu;~lly uacnrrel:$~cd.Aller the general problenl slatcml'nl. a rrlllcr rn~~qllclc
an:~lyris 01 Illc
,in~ie-inpat-sin&IcC~~ulpul
case is givcn. Also lltc caw or Illrrc vtsi:ahlcs ;~ndlixc c;lrc whrrc llte
number rt( inputs is cqnal lo rhc numher oi nulpuls are discnrsetl in dcl:~il.I:is:illy. Iltc urc a1
Iligl~cr.ur~ler
coni~t~olanl
specIra ior identifiabilily is inveslig3led.

I. Infroduclion
Errors-ipv:lriahlcs (EV) and relaled models, such ;IS i;tctor(a~talysis)tilotlels, ha\-c becn investigated in a number of dillierenl a : as there :tre
econometrics, psychometrics. and system engineering. In the lnst fiheen yenrs
there has been a resurging interest in suclt models [see, e.g.. Aig~ierand
Goldhergcr (1977). Kalman (1982,1983). Aigner et al. (1984). T.W.Anderson
(1984). Klepper and Leamer (1984), Picci. and Pinzoni (1986). see also [he
recent books by Schneeu~iBund Mittag (1986) and Fuller (1987)j.
For the most part, lor a long time, research !,as concentrated on the 1i1to:tr
st:rtic c;~sc[see [ha surveys by M?dansks (1959). Mornn (1971). Aigncr ct al.
(1984). T.W. Atiderson (1984)l. Allliough it w a s recognized quite e:~rly
[Reiersol (1941). Geary (1943)l that a ccrmirr kirrrl of dynamics may help to
~ r i r in the area
obtain identifinhilily of the system. most of the g ~ ~ r n r ~resei~rch
of d~',tnr,~ic
EV ~iiodelsis quite recent [Maravall (1979). Soderstrom (IYSO).
B.D.O. Anderson and Deistler (1984). Anderson (1985a). Picci and Pinzoni
(1986). Solo (1986). Deistlcr (1986h)l.
Whereas in the .conventional' errors-in-equations approach to line:~rs\sltm
identificalion, all noise is added to the o u t p u ~ s(or for our purposes equi\.:~Iently to the equations), in the EV approach all vdriables may be contamin;ttsd
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by noise. Errors-in-equations modelling is appropriate for u number of purposes, e.g., for predicting the future values of the observed outputs from their
own past and from the observed inputs. The main cases when the (more
general) EV setting is appropriate are:
,

(i) If we are interested in the 'irue' system generating the data (rather than
in coding the data by system parameters) and if we cannot be sure a priori
that the observed inputs are not corrupted by noise. This is the 'classical'
motivation for EV modelling. Needless to say, m e systems are always fictions,
but they may be useful ones [compare the example in Madansky (1959) where
the specific weight, measured.from the variables volun~eand weight, corresponds to the true systernl.
(ii) EV modelling provides a symmetric way of noise modelling, since all
v:iriablw; in principlc, may be contaminated by noise. This is of particular
interest in c;lses where there is no a priori classification of the variables into
inputs and outputs or where even the number of equations of the system is not
known a priori; in such cases also a symmetric system modelling (for the
systcm relating the latent variables) is appropriate in order to avoid inadequate assumptions. This point has been emphasized by Kalman (1982,1983).
An alternative way pmviding a syn~metrictreatment of all variables is to use
nutorcgressivc or ARMA models where the AR or ARMA process is the
process of all observed variables [Sims (1980)l. However, in many cascs this
leads to parameter spaces with dimension being considerably higher than for
the corresponding EV systems.
(iii) Under certain additional assumptions on the noise structure, EV models ate equivalent to dynamic principal component models or to dynamic
factor models. If we assume that the noisc components are mutually uncorrelated [assumption (vi) below]. then the model provides a dcwupling of
common and individual eRects between the variables. where all common
eKccu are attributed to the system.
As opposed to the errors-insquations case. there is still a great number of
open problems in EV model identification: for the most pan these problems
are connected with the more complimted structure of such models and in
particular with the fact that in general the transfer functions of the systems
relating the latent variables are 1101 uniquely determined from the second
moments of the observations. This is the reason why, despite of their potential
great importance. the number of applications in this area is still rather limited.
2 . 'Cbe general problem

Let 5, denote the ~r-dimensionalvector of latent (i.e., in general unobserved)
variables (2, is sometimes called the signal) which satisfy the 'exact' linear

dynamic relation

where z is used for a complex variable as urd1 as for the backward shift
operator on Z 1i.a. z(.?,) = (,tf_,)]
and

The W, must be such that the infinite sum in (2.1) converges. Without
restriction of generality we assume that m s n holds and h a t the rows of ui
are linearly independent (in the sense that I I * ( ~ - has
' ~ ) an nlth-order deternlinnnt which is unequal to zero on a set of posi~iveLebcsgue measure on
I s,nl).
In (2.1) we aflow for a symmetric treatment of all components of :,'and we
need not distinguish between inputs and outputs apriori. Systems of this kind
are discussed in detail in Wiems (1979,1986) and Blomberg and Ylinc~l
(1983). If the classification into inputs 9, and outputs f, is known, then thc
conventional ~ransferfunction represen~ationof a lingr dynamic system

-

I?,=k(z)3,,

(2.3)

where

can be used. Clearly this can be written h the more general form (2.1) with
2, = (a:. 3.)', W(Z) = (kc:), - I ) . We will use the word transfer function for
both k ( z ) and s(z), the diKerence in meaning is indica~edby the letter used.
Conversely [if there is no such a priori classification into inputs and
outputs], for given w ( z ) any selection of nr linear independent colunlns of i u
gives rise to a selection of outputs as the corresponding selection of elements
in ?, and to a represenlation (2.3). The observations z, are of the form

where u, is the noise. In the errors-in-equations case the system is of the form
(2.3) and eq. (25) is of the form

We want to emphasize both the symmetry in the system modelling (2.1) and in

the noise modelling (2.5). This may be of particular iaterest in econo!netrics
where of~enall variables are interrelated.
Throughout we assume:
(i) All processes considered are (wide-sense) stationary. In addition we
assume that all Iimits of random variables are understood in the sense of
mean squares convergence.

'

-

.(ii) E?, 0 and Err, = 0.
(iii) E?,rd; = 0.
(iv) The spectral density {of the noise (u,) exists.

'

Clmrly (iii). (iv). and E~r,=llare rathcr'innocenl assumptions, If :,.has a
constant, nonzero mean, we have ~r*(l)Ez,= 0, and thus we have nddrt~onal
information from Ule first moments of
Also certain nonstntionarities like
trends in mcans and variances may help in identifying the syslem.
In addition. unless tho cpntnry is stated explicitly. we rssumc:

I,.

'

(v)

(2,).

and

(it),
and (11,) are ARMA p r o s a s s (i.a, th4r spectral densides /. /:
/; rwpectivcly, arc rational) and w ( r ) is a rational matrix.

Undcr our assumptions we l~eve

-

.(h a.e. and thus due to (v) for all A E 1-lr. a].)Here I!,* denotes the
conjugate transpose of w , and w is evaluated on the unit circle of the complex
plane.
Now. for the moment. let us assume that {(and no additional infornlation
about (2.1)j is given. Note that the rational functions form a field: matrices
like f and 1,. are considered as matrices over this field and terms like
nonsingular or linear dependent are used in this sense. Thus in particular a
rational square matrix u is nonsingular if del rr(z) # 0 for all but a finite
number of z f @. If no a priori classification of the elements of f, into inputs
and outputs is given. then every 19 satisfying (2.8) gives rise to s represenlalion
(2.1) and any subvector, 9, say, of 8, corresponding to linmr dependent rows
o f f may be taken as a vector of.outputs. We will take the dimension of f, as

large as possible since we want to endogenizc as much ns possible. Thus we
assume that, for given I, HI has the maximum number of linearly indqe~ident
rows. Then, for given /: the transfer function w is unique u p 10 left mulriplication by arbitrary, nonsingular, rational matrices I(. This is y i l y seen from
(2.8), since saying w is a transfer function corresponding to is ~e saliie as
saying that the rows of w form a hasis for the (left) kernel of and thus we
are frm lo choose any such basis. Thus. if ji and 2, denote suit;ibly selecled
subvectors of 5,. then eq. (2.1) can be always tnnsior~iled!o (2.3); altrrnatiuely, since w ( : ) can be written as

where p is a scalar polynomial, being a least common denominator of !lie
entries of n*,and c is a polynomiat matrix. Aftereventunlly suilably reordcring
of the components of i,. (2.1) can be tnnsfonned to a vector dikrenct:
equation.

whcre 11 and h are poIynomia1. u ( r ) is nonsingukar, c = ( u . - b ) and 2, =
(.?, 2,) hold.
The rcslricrions on $, in~poscdby (2.1) may alrernnlivcly hr! exprcsscd as

it= f ( z ) s , .

(2.9)

where the colun~nsof r form a hnsis for the right kernel o l w: and \\,here s, is n
suitably clioscn 'factor process'. The formulation (2.9) is used in Picci and
Pinzoni (1986).
Howevcr, in general. f will not be given. In general terms. the problcnis we
consider are as follows: Given the probabilily law 01 the observed process ( z , ) :
(a) Find the maximum number, nt* my, of (iinenrly i~idependent)linear
equations of the form (2.1) for (2,) compatible with the law of (2,).
(b) For given nlb. give a cllaracterization of the set of all w(:) [and
eventually also of all (z,) and (u,)l compatible with the law of ( 2 , ) .
(c) What are ndditional conditions guaranteeing uniqueness of u.(:).
l i should be stressed again that this setting is considerably more general
than the errors-in-equations selling; in particular here the number of equations (nnd thus the number or outputs) does not have to be known a priori.
The [act that we restrict our analysis to the maximum number of nr* equations
means that we want to endogenize and. bus. to explain by the system as much

as is possible.
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n~odels

As is clear already from the simplest static case, some additional structure
on the noise (u,) has to be imposed in order to give our problem a certain
degree of determination. With the exception of the last Section we will assume,
unless the contrary is stated, that tlie following h o l k

(vi) f i s diagonal, i.e., the component processes of (u,) are mutualIy uncorreIated.
Parlly this assumption is replaced by:
(vii)

f is blockdiagonal. where the blocks correspond to a partitioning of

r,

into inputs and outputs.
For most pans of tlie paper we assume that the external information
available consists of the second moments j only. Then, under (vi), our
problem may be Iormulated as follows: ?or given f co?sider all decomp?sitions (2.7) into spectral densities and f such that f is singular and f is
diagonal.

-

(a) What is tlie minimum nnk, n m' say, of {among all these decompb
sitions?
(b) For given #I*, characterize the set of all f of rank ti rn* which are
compatible with given f.
(c) Under which additional assumptions is f unique?

-

The following additional questions relate to causality in this Context:
(d) If we have no a priori causality assumptions what kind of causality
statements could be made from the knowledge of j?
(e) If we do know apriori what is an output and what an input and that the
outputs are causally influenced by the inputs, what are the additional restrictions on the set of all feasible transfer functions k?

Up to now there is no general solution to the problems listed above; in the
next sections we discuss some wses which have been solved already.
It should be noted that if one drops the rationality assumption (v), thenfor every spectral density ma& / there exists a decomposition (2.7) [where j

satisfies (vi)] and, thus, a corresponding EV system (2.1),(2.5). Tlus is easily
seen from

where h,(X) s X,(k) 5 ... 5 h,(X) are the eigcnv;llues of / ( A ) and ,,(A) is a
uniwry matrix.
An alternative possibility of .imposing additional structure on tltc noise
[instead of (vi) or (vii)J is to define as Uie best rank n IN* approxin~ation
(in a ccrt;lin metric) to /. This corresponds to the dynamic iactornlodel
[Brillinger (1981)j. In otller cases it is possible to separate tile noix 11, from
the signill 2, by additional apriori information in frequency donuin (Maravall
(1979). SMmtrom (1980), Anderson and Deistlcr (1984). Deistler (1984)l.
Closely relaled to this is the idea of cointegration [Engle and Granger (1987),
Phillips and Ouliaris (1986)l. Recall that, if a process 2, is integrated of ordcr
1, Le.. if

-

1

,

where c(z,)e, is stationary (written in Wold representation) whereas z, is 1101
stationary, then I , is said to be cointegrated if there is a vector rr € W". a r 0.
such that crz, is stationary. Since c(z) = c(l)+ (I z)c*(;) for suitably
chosen c*, .zl is cointegrated if and only if c(1) is singular, and defining 2,=
(1 -r)"c(l)e, and u, = r Y t ) ~ ,this
, gives an EY system (2.1X(2.5). All these
approaches will not be discussed further here. However, in the last seclion the
case of non-Gaussinn obsentatioris, where some additional distributional' assumptions on the noise and on the signal process'are imposed, will be
discussed.

-

3. Single~inpilt-single-outputsystems

In this section we focus our attention on systems where there are j u a two
scalar variables. We set

Let f denote the spectral density of
[for /,(A) 9b 0. see (ix)]

2,.

Using an obvious nolntion. we have

wlicrc obviously

and whirc k is cvalu~~ed
on rhc unit circle and where k* is ihe conjugnle of k .
In order to guarantee the existence of istationary solution, we assume:
(viii) k ( z ) has no poles for 1z1= 1.

In addition. lor simplicity we assume:
(ix) ~!i(e-'~))/,(h)> 0,

h E[-n,pr].

Then we have [Anderson and Deisrler (1984)):
Tlreorerrr 3.1.
saIisJvi~~g

A'ifh the above msu~rzprioris,the set of all transfer fw~rrionsk:

arg k(e-iA)= arg jv,,(A),

(3.3b)

(where arg((a[eip)= 9) is 111c set of all trunsfer fir~cliorlsk corrcspo~idi~lgto

giocn 1:

1

Proof. Since in (3.2) is singular, we have

In addition, {satisfies

and (3.4a) and (3.4b), together with the colidilions gunranteciag thar f is 11
spectral density matrix corresponding 10 a real process. are the only restrictioiis on /.
Then cvcry transfer fu~ictionk co~npatiblcwith givcn f satislies (3.3) illid
conversely evcry transfcr fuiictioii k (with real metlicic~its K , ) siltislying
(2.3a) and (3.3b) givcn rise to an EV syaeni con1pntiblc wit11 givcli J. Clearly.
f-f-/ holds.
Note that n~tionality[i.e., ?ssumption (v)] is not s~xdcd~dfir Tl~cort~ii
3.1.
This thcorcrn is a genenlixttion o f . well-known result for the static casc [i.e..
where k is constant and (x,), ([I,), and (it;) are while noise] - see. c.g.. Frisch
(1934) - which states thit the set of all feasible slope parameters is given by
tlic two 'clcnicntary' regressions and that the sign of rhe slopc parameters is
u~~ique.
In (3.34, analogously, the bounds for ~k(e~~'~)(correspond
to tlic h a t
lincar (least squares) filters for (y,) givcn (st) and lor ( x , ) given (.I:).
respectively, i.e.. to the two exweme cases where all noisc is attributed to 0;)
a r to (s,).
respectively.
Note that the solutions (3.3). in' general. arc Par from unique. Given one
k(e-'" satisfying (3.3). we can obtain another one through multipliccltion by
n(h), where 11 is positive and obeys the inequalily constninls

Clearly. once k has been uniquely determined. also /,. /,, and f, arc i~nique
for given f.
In the case s = 2. the problem of finding ilic maximum number nt* of line:~r
independent linear relations is uivial, since m* 2 l d\\.ays holds since a
deconrposition (2.7) always exists and since m' < 2 holds when / is nondiagonal.
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3.2. Causa7 solutions
We now turn our attention to questions relating to causality in tliis context.
We will say that k(z)-is causal if it has a Taylor series expansion:

.

For the rational case (we consider here) this is equivalent to saying that k(2)
.has no poles for 121 s 1 . We say that k ( z ) is mliiiphase if k ( z ) has no zeros for
(I]
< 1.
1-1

Theorenr 3.2. Let tire earlier mnrrprions hold and let n, dcirote rlre nrrnrbers O/
zeros of k hiside the uirit circle I I Y ~ I ~ I the
S ~run~ber
o/poies ili tire same region.
Tlret~:

'

(i) n , is 011i~ruariant/or all rransfarjunctions in the equiualence class (3.3).
(ii) A ncce.vsary coiidirion jor rhe exisrence of a causal rmns/rjunction in fhc
cquiualcircc class (3.3) b that nk 2 0 holds; a necessav coridirion /or the
exisfe~lccof a mbriphasc won@ junction is that n, s 0 holds and nk 0 is

-

a ~rcccui-mycondition /or the existence of a fransfer /unctio~irliar is both
cum1 und inirriphose.
Proo/. .Let kl and k2 denote two transfer functions corresponding to lhc
same fl,,. Then, using an obvious notation, we obtain from (3.2)

Since the J';, are rational and positive [on lzl = 11. they are (when ex~cndedto
C) of the form

.jn

P

(.-'A-

.,)(el.

- z-j

1

( e -

)

(3.81

1

for suitably chosen lz,[ < 1, l,ujl< 1; c > 0 and p, q E Z+. Thus.

where p,, i = 1.2, are polynomials satisfying
pi(:) +O,

Itlsl,

p,(0)=1.

(3.10)

where 6p, denotes the degree of p, and where, more general,
. p i ( z ) =p,(z-')zS.,

with 6, being the multiplicity of the zero of p, at

z = 0.

This proves (i).

From (3.7) and (3.9) we see that in the class of all transfer functions k
corresponding lo the same ,f there is one which can be written as
k ( z ) =z(z)znfl,

where

(3.11)

is causal and miniphase and thus (ii) follows.

R
r 1. The theorem in its forin above is given in Dcistlcr (1986a.b). An
analogous result, but for the u priori causal and not necessarily ration;il care,
has been derived earlier by Anderson (19851) as follows:
(i) suppose that all transfer functions k considered satisfy
m

xlk,lpj<

co. for some p > 1,

0

and that the change in argument of /,(A)
as .A moves from 0 to 2n
(which is just -2m,) is zero. Let be a wusal and miniphasc trsnsfer
function corresponding to /,. n~enevery (causal) k conipatible with f is
of the fonn:

(ii) Under the same conditions as in (i).with the exception that now r r , 2 0
holds, the set of all causal' transfer functions compatible with given /I, is
given by
( 2 )

=c ( ) ( )

c > 0,

where

with zi being arbitrary points in lzl c_l,save that complex points occur in
complex conjugate pairs, and where k is a causal and miniphase transfer
function satisfying

50
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As has been pointed out in Anderson (1985a). (i), wliicl~says that a caasaI
miniphase transfer function can be ~econst~cted
from its phase up to a
multiplicative position constant, is an old result fsee Bode (1945)l.
Renlurk 2. If only the inlormation contained in /,, (and not the addilional
information contained in lr and I;.) is considered, then the conditions of
Theorem 3.2 (ii). are necessary r111d srficie~rf lor tlie existence of transfer
Iunctioas with the postulated propenies. This is a direct consecluence 01(3.11).
The class of all trsnsfer functions compahble with given I,, is the set of all
elemcnts k ol the form

wilh R being tlie left-hand side in (3.11) and CIJ (e<O) being any rational
function of tlie farm (3.8).
. Thus, by Theorem 3.2, the integer rrl which can bc estimated from the data
co~itainsthe inlorn~ationabout the 'causality status' of the equivalenk! elass.
Clearly, c&. for the case n,=O, in general (without an o priori caus;llity
ussumplion). tlic class of all translcr funclions compatible with given /, will
.contain also Lransler functions wliicti are neither ausal nor miniphnsc .
Whcn k is u.priori known to be cousal, then the class [dcfin~dby (3,15)]
reduws to the set of all elenirnts of the form

-

where c > 0 and p is on arbitraty polynomiat satisfying (3.10). and 6p. the
degree of p, satisfies 6p s ti, [(3.16) is the same as (3.13)]. I11 the case n , = 0
then the
equivalence class w n be described by one parameter (namely r )
only. For ti, > 0, n, + 1 panmeters are needed. This shows a vsst reduction in
complexity by an u priori causality assumplion.
Now let us consider the additional restrictions on the equivalence classes
coming Iron> the knowledge of 1, nnd f,. In the simplest case. where k is
a priori known to be causal and 11, = 0. the net of feasible constants c in
(3.12). is given hy

(rrx)

nur

Xe[-r.vj

I

fX.,.(U

1

f,.(U

- l r c r A srnin
~,(h)k(e-'~)
l - r , v l /,(h)k(e-")
'

1.

13-17]

Note that. if / is constant and we assume a priori causality, then k must be
constant and (3.12) and (3.17) give the cbssical result [Frisch (193411 of the
static case

.

F& the general case (3.15), the constant c in ru has to satisfy

It is possible thatfor given u (and k), (3.18) cannot be satisfied for any c. i.e..
that certain rational functions u in (3.15) are ruled out completely. We hnve
not been able to give an rmo~fierridescription of the class of a11 k compatible
with given f .

,;. as the
input. No* hat, if k is both causal and miniphsse. then also j, can bc
regarded as causing 2, 'through
Roirork 3. Clrarly [under (ix)] we arc free to choose eitller 2, or

2 = k-I

(L)% .

(3.19)

If k is n~inipllax.but not causal. then )?,wuus 2,. bul not convcrscly.
Ronurk 4. There arc algorithms for ati~natillgculsal lniniplinse tc~nsfer
funclionr from phnse data [see, e&, Bode (1945) and Guillcmin (1957)). These

algoritllms assume rationality. In thc nonralional case, algorithnls are still
available, but difficultcontinuity questions arise [wc Anderson (1985b)I.
3.3. Coitditiortsfor iderrtifibili~y

Hitherto, we have presented no resu1ts which guarantee idcnlifiabili~y.In
this subsection we aim to indicate how further mumptionswn be imposed
which do ensure identifiabiliiy of the transfer function k,LC.. uniqueness of k
for given j. The reader is referred to Maravall (1979).Siiderstiam (1980).
Norvak (1983), Anderson and Deistler (1984). and Solo (1986).
By the rationality assumption (v) we write

where, e.g., d*(z) = d(z-') and where the spectral densities as, e.g., f, are
d e h d on C rather than on [-n, n]. [Note that a rational extension from the
unit circle to the complex plane is unique.)
We assume that each of the polynomial pairs (a, b), (d,e), (c, h), and
(1.g ) is rekuively prime, a(0) = d(0) e(0) = c(0) -/(0) =g(O) =h(O) = 1;
d. e, c, h. /, and g are all nonzero in (z1s 1. T h a e assumptions are costless
in a certain'sense. In addition, let us assume that a(z) is nonzero for i1lS 1
1i.e.. that k ( z ) is causal] and a, > 0, a, > 0, and a, > 0. Note that we do not
make a miniphase assumption regarding k ( z ) . Let us make the definition

-

with b-(2) ?i 0 lor lz[h 1. b-(0) = 1 and b*(z)
Anderson and Dcistler (1984)l:

+ 0 for lr[< 1. Then [see

Thcoret~l3.3. Wit11 rhe previous osnmrp/ions, in particular ij k is a priori
ktlown la be c o w l , rhe/o/lowing condiciots guarantee identifiability:

(a) 6+ and hr* haw no cotttnton zeros.

(h) a and e Itdue no contlnon zeros.
(c) d and b-* have no cotnnton zeros.
'Id) (1 a~tdc hoiw t ~ ocornmot! zeros.
(c?)8 d > 0

I/ causuli~yis trot arsunred a priori, ilre/ollow;ng condiliotw n t w be uddcd:

'(0 With a*, a-

defied unologourly co b+, 6-, (here are no conrtttomros of
undo-'.
(g) d and 6 * have no cotntxon zeros.
Ih) a-* and e have no common zeros.

0'

P r w . We shall establish the first part of the theorem only. For the remainder see Anderson and Deisller (1984).

We use the fact that

By condition (c), d*, and so d, is determined from rhe poles o f f , , in
Now

121 < 1.
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The root positions of a, b+, b-, and c, the coprimeness of ( u , b ) assumed in
connection with (3.20) and condition (b) now guarantee that we can find a. So
we have now

The zeros of the right side fail into two groups, those of b'e which lie in
those of b-e* which lie in 121 < 1. Condition (a) ensures that any
zero of b+e whose reciprocal is not a zero of b-e* is a zero of b+, and any
zero whose reciprocal is a zero of b - e * - b a zero and e. Hence b- and e are
uniquely determined and b+ and a, are unique up to multipiication by
constants. From the equation
] z ]2 1 and

then chis constant can be uniquely dcterniined due. to (d) and (c) which
establishes the result.
The thwrtrn above to this point has not postulntcd spcciol knowledge
concerning the noise process perturbing the outpul y,. I3y assuming it to be
whit% together with ccriain other corditions, we have idcndfiability. Let grd
denote the greater common divisor.
Tltwrenr 3.4. With yreuio~uusstttl~ptions,suppose I I I ~ Irhc olrrput ttui,reprocess
w, is m'hire, i.e.. j-lg = 1, that the Orput ~toiscprocess is nrooing auerage. i.0..
c = I , and that c(r)/gcd[a(r),'e(z)]has posiritle degree. Then the s ~ t e t t tis

ide~ztifablr.

The proof of this result, which is somewhat messy. can'be found in
Anderson and Deisder (1984).

The idintitiability resuits of this subsection. taken with ihercsuit of the
previous subsection. indicate that nonidentifiabiiity is the rule in the abscnce
of special assitmplions. and this throws up an important, for the moment
unanswered, question. Suppose that one of the sets of identiliability conditions
of this section is not quite, but almost satisfied; for example. a process which
should be while has an almost flat spectrum. Is it then the case that the set of
transfer functions identified by themethod of section 3.2 is a thin set and that.
as the nlmost white process approaches a white process, the set of transfer
functions approaches a single transfer function? Should such a result not hold,
one would have to regard the unique identiliability results of this section as
nonmbust and not suited to practical application.

M. Dcistler r ~ Bd.D.O. Anderson, ~hrenr+n&ic
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4. The c w of three variables

In this sectio'n, we consider the case 11= 3. Let

and

11 is obvious that m* ='3 is equivalent to / being diagonal. So the key is to
distinguish the pouibilitia nl* = 1 and nt* = 2 We concentrate on the generic
case. where /(A) is positive definite and all A,(A) arc nonzero (for all A).
Then we havc [Anderson and Deisdcr (1987)l:

Tlrecre~~~
4.1. Suppose ~ha!/(l/(h)
ispositioe rlefwi~eand ll~alh,(h)# 0 [/or all

A). Thew t/le /oliowing sfatelncnrs are cquiualcnr:
(i) nl* = 2.
(ii) /12f&l
is reul u~tdposiriuenndh12 lhjl lhkiI/!k 1-I lor all i j + k.
(iii) With s -(xi,) =/-I, s ~ ~is real
~ and
, sncgnttve
~ ~

+

I11 adJitiotl.

in the case m* = 2. j i s uniquely derer~ni~ted.

Ronark 5. We wish to indicate the connection bctwern this t s u l t and the
result of Kalman (1982) for the static case (where f, f, and / are real and
constant) and for general 11. As shown in Kalman (1982). for n a 3, n ~ =
*2
corresponds lo s,,s,s3, c 0 and nl* = 1 wrresponds to sI2sus3,
> 0. The
point of the theorem is that. once one permits complex /,then Im(s,,s2is,l) # 0
always implies nl* = 1.
Proo/.

'(i)

3

(ii)':

Since !is singular, we have

Suppose III* = 2. Then there exists a decomposition (2;7) in which f has n n k

1, so thal

,(Aj==J/ii12,
i +j. Consequently, /is

ij=
l/,jllhtVlhkb

uniquely delcrmincd by

i + j +k ,

(4.2a)

Inserting (4.23) in (4.1) then yields

Equivalently, f,,fDhl is teal and positive. The second condition in (ii) is
immediate for (4.2b).

( i t : If f12 f,f,, > 0,then we definc f by (4.2). As is casily soon, f
i
is nonnegative definite and satisfies (4.2). If in addition s/,,, then it gives a
decomposirion (27). By construclion, f has rank Icss than 2; tl~ustn* 2 2,
since j i s not diagonal, we have m* = 2.

if,

-

i ) ( i ) : If nr* = 2, then there is an fof rank 1. Undcr our assumptions, without rcstriction o l generality, then

f,,,= k i ( z ) f

i = Z,3,

where i,,,is llic i l h component of 1,.Thus,

-I,>

0 and this implies (iii).
where eni=f,,
The la* sta!ement of the theorem follows immediately from (4.2).

Ratmark 6. Theorem 4.1 'as well as ils proof can bc extcadud from the c:lse
n & 3 to the case of general n in a straightforward way in order to obtain a
chaclcterization for the case JII* = n I (i.e., one input. tl 1 outputs); see
Anderson and Deistler (1988). For the static case at least the first equivalence
then is well known for a long lime: see, e.g, Bekker and de Leeuw (19Y7).

-

-

For a discussion of questions related to causality, the reader is referred to
Anderson and Deistler (1987).
5. Vector-input-vector-output systems with unwrrelafed input and output noise

In the previous section, we extended the ideas of section 3 in h t we
expanded the two scalar variables of section 3 to three, maintaining assumption (vi), i.e., uncorrelatedness of the noise processes. In this section we make
an expansion in a different direction: We postulate that i, is apr.iori known to
be panilioned into an input vnriablc R, and an output variable 9, (but now ?,
and can be vectors). In the nonratiand spectrum use, they nlust he of the
samc dimension for much of che theory to be v l d . In the rntional SpStNm
case, they GIn be of direrent dimension. Representation of the results is.
howcvsr, simplified by assuming they are of the same dimension. In this
section wc assume:
(x)

S,and

y, h:tve !he same dimension.

Assumption (vi) is replaced by (vii). Assumption (ix) is gcncralizzd (using nn
obvious notation) to:
(xi) /;,.(A)

= k*(emik)/,(&) is nonsingular for all X € [-n, n].

Thus, wc can write

Here the asterisk (*) denotes the conjugate transpose or. if the spuctml
densities are extended to C,k*(z) = k(z-I). The task is to unravel this matrix
and. in particular, the transfer function matrix k. This problem is investigalrd
in Green and Anderson (1986) and Picci and Pinzoni (1986).
If we do not impose a caudity constraint, there is not n great deal \\s: can
say. Nevertheless. formal results a n be stated.

Theorem 5.1. Under the abme asrun~prions,k can be written as

M. Dpisrier m d B.D.O. Andenon, titleor ~vtumicemr~ir~-uorinI~les
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.. , . .
~onuersc&,if A is no~megoliveHemiticur and suriSfis /I(A)=A(-A)'
u~td
(5.3) atid if k is well defi,led by (5.2). the11 ir gives rise ro a Jcmible decon~positi011 (5.1).
Proof. Suppose (5.1) holds. Identify A =/,, then (5.2) is immediate from
(5.1), while (5.3) is a consequence of nonnegative definite hennitian character
of

Thc converse follows easily by taking /, = A.
T o make rurtbcr progress, a causality assutnption is ncedcd. I<o\vever. the
idea of exploiting the phase information, as was done in the sctlar case. it not
possible here, and a dimerent tool is ncedcd.
This tool is a form of Wicncr-Hopf factorization [%e CIDIICCY
and Gohbcrg
(19Rl)I. Tbc kcy result is ihdt any squarematrix function F(e-"). nonsingulnr
for X E [-n, nj, can be factored as follows:

Here F + ( C . . ~is~ the
) rcstriciioll to the unit circle or n miltrix function I;, ( 2 )
ivllich is analytic together with its inverse in ]:I 5 1 and F-(e-") is the value
on the unit circle of a. matrix function F-(2) which is analytic together with
its inverse in Izls 1. The quantities p, are integer with p, z P,+~.and they are
uniquely determined by Ffe-"). While F+and F- are not unique. the family
of F , rutd F- which can appear in (5.4) is finitely parainetrired. In case a]] p,
are zero. F4 is determined to .within right multiplication by a nonsingular
constant matrix. An algorithm for the factorization is available: see Clancey
and Gohbcrg (1981). As in the scalar case. minimum phase problen~sarc the
easiest:
as aboue, supposc firrlter tho1 k(:) is ci~rrsril
7Xcorr#t?15.2. Il5111arsu~?~prions
[i.e., k(r) has no pole/or (itc 11 a d ~~lininazrtn
phase [i.e.. k-'(z f is carrsal or
k(z) is nonsii~glciorin 1215 I]. Then /,,(A) has a gettera1i:ed 1Vie11er-Hopf
facrori:crriorc wirh p, = 0. Cu~~verse!%,
s~r~pose
rhar f,., hus sucl~a fanori:rrriot~:

and rhar k is ca~rsal.Tl~enk(eeiA) is necessari!~nii~~b~rual
phase arrd .+,I

for
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Bolore proving the theorem. we remark Bat M is the genenlizntion of [he
positive const:lnt c of section 3; the equality (5,6)-p3rallels (3.8) and the
inequalirirs (5.7a) and (5.7b) parallel (3.17).
Proof of Tllcoron 5.2. By assumption [xi), Jrx and thus 1, and k are
nonsingulnr on 121 = 1. Hence we can factorize /,(I) =: R(e-'")B*(d-")
for
sonlc causal, minimum pilase 8(z). Tl~cn,

givcs a dceo~rrpositionof the form of (5.4). with F,= k5, F..= 5.. a, = 0. This
proves tilt lirst part of the ilicorenl. Now suppose that (5.4) holds with p, = 0.
Tl~en.

It is sligl~rlynontrivial to conclude from this equation thal k is minimunl
phase. Take determinants on both sides and compute the changc in argument
a s h changes from 0 to 2n. For det F,. dc[ F-, det8, and dut O* il is
necessnrily zero. Hence it is zero for det k. Since k is causal, this nleans k is
also minimum phase. Then kR is causal and minimum phase. and \we have two
generalized Wiener=Hopf factorizations off,,%. Now, since F. is unique to
within right ~nul~ipliwtion
by a nonsir~gularconstant mnttix. for some nonsingular H there holds

whence

Identify M with HH*. Observe also that (5.7a) is equivalent to

as/;.- F,MF,*=/,.-j;,k* =I,,
wlule (5.7b) is equivale~itto

Now let us turn our attention to causal solutions which are noL ntcessarily
minimum phnse, it is comparatively easy to present a necessary condition on
the factorization indices of/,(X).
Theorern 5.3. With ossurrrptio~~s
as abouc. suppose rlrar k ( r ) is currsrrl. 1X~vr
&(A) / l a a ,yer~eralizedwictrer-lfopf /actorizuli~~r~
irr i$~/ricIrull fficttrri~e~l
brdices ure nnf~negarive.
'

Proof.

From (5.8), we have

4,J.z)

= k(z)B(:)B'(z-I)
= F+(z)diag(zP~)F_(z),

fro111ihc unit circle to the

where /,,,(:) corresponds lo tile extension of /,(A)
cornplcx plane and
diag(:p~)[~-(z)~-l'(iil)]

= F;'(z)k(r)O(r).

Tile right side is causal, i.e., has no poles in IZIS 1. Also. F-(I)~'-"(--") lias
no poles or zeros in (21 2 1. Suppose pi < O and coinsider the it11 row on the
left side. Illen cs3minalion of the left side shows ihat ally poles niusl bc i n
I z ( c 1. Since the right side indicarcs all poles lie in I:/> 1. thc row niusr br:
wnstsnt. Letting :-,co on the left side shows it is zero. Hence the ith row of
F;'(;)k(:)U(:) is zero. *hich contradicts the nonsingularity of j,,(A).
Of course. the factorizntion a1 f,.,J.-) is t k key to writing d o i n all c a u ~ ~ l
solutions k(;) and. if p, < 0 lor somc I. therecan he no causal solution. In tlie
nonminin~urnphase scolar case, there was a finitedimensional par;lmsrriznrioo
of all solutions. This is also true in the matrix case. Tlie result is as follotvs [sce
Green and Anderson (1986) for a proof]:

is a getteralized I.Yiener-Hop/ fae(ori:atio~l o//f,,(z) n~itl,pi 2 0 /or all i. Let
H ( p ) dellole IRe set ojt~lafricesH -(:) for >v/~ichIf is mm!vfic loge~ircrn'irlr its
irluerse h 1 ~ 1 arrd
1 ~diag(:")H-(2) is ar~a/y/icin 121< I. T11e1l this sei is

..

fi~irelyparanzcrcrizcd by no more than ( n / 2 ) ( x p i +n p ) paranleters, ~vltcre
/,,.(z) is n / 2 X r1/2. Moreouer, k ( z ) is a causal solution oj !he EVpro6/e1>1if
rrrrd orrly if

Note lint Jl-H? is a frequency dependent gcncr;llimdon of the constant
positive definite matrix M of Theorem 5.2. Compare (5.6) and (5.11) as well as
(5.7) and (5.12). Notice also tor (5.11) that a11 the nonminimum phaw zeros of
k(e-'9 arc conrained in the zeros of det H-(e-'"; this means that the free
parameters alTtct, as in the scalar casc, these nonminimum phase zeros.
FinalIy, we remember that it is possible to specialise the theorcm to the case
o l scalar &(z) and in this way the results to those obtained in section 3.

6. 'the non-Gx~ssimcase: The use of highcr-order moments
. Up to now, our analysis has been based on the knowiedge of the second
nlomcnts of the observations only. For the static c+se. Geary (1942) and
Reiersal (1950) showed that non-Gaussian observations, e.g., higher-order
moments of the observations, may contain sufficient information to guarantee
idendtiability [see also Bekker (1986) for the static multivariable case]. This
analysis has firs1 been extended to the dynamic case by Akaike (1966). [See
also Deistler (1986a).]
For simplicity we assume the existence of higher-order (moments and of
higher order) cumulant spectra. As has been shown in Zeisel(1986). Reiersol's
(1950) analysis. which is based on characleristic functions and which does not
assume existence of moments, can be extended to the dynamic case. Since the
extension of our subsequent analysis to the multivariable case is suaightforward, for simplicity we consider here the case n = 2.
Let us repcat that, e.g., the nth-order cumulant corresponding to 9,,,....,?,
i'r,-,* 2,. cum(jr ,,...,y,, x. , + , , ...,ktp-,, %) say, is the coeRicient of
~,;.*......
( i ) Ps,, ...,S, in the Taylor series expansion of logEexpi(jt,sl +
+tosr);
see, e.g.. Brillinger (1981). If

-

..

...

holds, then the corresponding pth-order cumulant spectrum existsand is &en
by
fpV2v-,r

(A1,...,hp-,)

Wc ~villimposc tlie following additional assumptions:
(xii) (:,) and (u,) nie strictly stationary and mntunlly independe~ilprocesses.
All corresponding moments and cunlulant speetw up to order p, \vIicrc p
is sufficirntly large, cxist.
As is c~silyseen. due to linearity and continuity of cumulants with ruspcct
to onc variable (whcn the othcrs.aro kept constant) we obtain from (6.1)

'Funhemlore, from the properties of cumulants. we obtain (using an obvious
notation)
f,lr.y~e-~(Al....,AJt-l)

=fwrcc.--*t(Al
,...,

+jwr,~,-r~(Al,
...,Ap-l)b

(6.3)

Thus wc obtain:

ti ore^ 6.1. Assume that tlre preuious assun~ptiorrsexcept for (ui) [or (vii)]
hold. Then either
(xiii.a) (u,) is Gaussian

and
(xiii.b)

LP(Al,..., A,,
and p > 2,

,) # 0. A,

E [-n, n],

for suitable A,.

... .A,-

I

or

(xiv.a)

(u,) and (w,) are (mutually) independent

(xiv.b)

f,a,-l~+~-~+t,(A

A,.

,,..., X p - , )

.... X ,-,. p > 2 ,

t 0. A, E[-n, 711, for suitable.

r - I > & p-r>0,

Prwj. If (11,) is Gaussian, then j,,~,-.,=O for p > 2 and thus, due to
(xiii.b). I is uniquely determined from (6.2) with r = I. If (xiv.a) holds, then
j,,,r,.Ln.t~
= 0 for r > 0. p - r > 0. Thus, togelher with (xiv.b) agnin givcs k
uniquely from (6.2).

Realark 7. Evidently conditions (xiii.b) or (xiv.b) imply non-Gaussianity. In
Ihe non-Gaussian case they are fulfilled under rather general assumptions
[Deistler (1386a)). Of course, e.6.. Ihe. assumption that (3,) is non-Gaussian
whereas (11,) is Gaussinn will only be justified in special applications where
this distributional inronation is available (which will rarely bc the m e in
wxxlometrics). In principle, (6.2) could be used to cslin\ntc k frt11n the
esiimaled cumulani spectra. Howcvcr, cstiniztion of higherirrdcr cumuiant
spectra requires a large an~ountof data.
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